We propose SoaAlloc, a dynamic object allocator for Single-Method Multiple-Objects applications in CUDA. SoaAlloc is the first allocator for GPUs that (a) arranges allocations in a SIMD-friendly Structure of Arrays (SOA) data layout, (b) provides a do-all operation for maximizing the benefit of SOA, and (c) is on par with state-of-the-art memory allocators for raw (de)allocation time. Our benchmarks show that the SOA layout leads to significantly better memory bandwidth utilization, resulting in a 2x speedup of application code.
Introduction
Our goal is to make general-purpose GPU computing available to a wider range of developers through better support for object-oriented programming (OOP). Our focus is on applications, where parallelism is expressed as running the same method on a large set of objects of the same type, a pattern that we call Single-Method Multiple-Objects (SMMO). It is OOP-speech for Single-Instruction Multiple-Data (SIMD) and has many applications in high-performance computing (e.g., agent-based simulations [2, 3] or physical simulations [11] ). One of the corner stones of OOP is dynamic memory management and the ability/flexibility to create/delete objects at any time. Dynamic memory management is challenging on GPUs (1) due their massively data-parallel execution with a large number of simultaneous allocations and (2) because data access and layout must be optimized to reach good memory bandwidth utilization. However, state-of-the-art allocators for GPUs focus on raw (de)allocation performance and miss key optimizations for optimizing the memory access of structured data (objects) in application code.
We propose SoaAlloc, a new dynamic object allocator for SMMO applications in CUDA. SoaAlloc can significantly speed up application code by allocating objects in a Structure of Arrays (SOA) memory layout [8, 10, 14] and scheduling objects efficiently to maximize the benefit of SOA with a custom do-all operation. Do-all runs a method on all objects of a type in parallel. SOA is a well-studied best practice for SIMD programs, yet it is not utilized any other GPU memory allocator. Similarly, no other memory allocator has a do-all operation. With both optimizations, SoaAlloc is more than 2x faster in application code in our benchmarks.
Architecture
SoaAlloc divides the heap into M blocks of equal byte size ( Fig. 2 ). Objects are stored in blocks in SOA layout, i.e., all values of a field are stored together; every block can only store objects of the same type (class/struct). In a block, allocations and free slots are tracked with an object allocation bitmap. Since types can have different sizes, blocks may have a different number of objects. A block can be in one of three states: uninitialized, allocated for a certain type, or allocated and active (Fig. 2 ). Allocated but not entirely full blocks are active. New objects are always allocated in active blocks to reduce fragmentation. This is important because high fragmentation causes objects to be more scattered in the heap and reduces the benefit of SOA. A new block is initialized (allocated) only if no active block exists for a certain type. To quickly locate blocks and space for new blocks, SoaAlloc maintains one global free bitmap and for each type a block allocation bitmap and an active block bitmap. A high-level overview of the object allocation process is shown in Figure 3 . Apart from SOA, SoaAlloc applies three optimizations to make allocation more efficient: (a) Similar to XMalloc [9] , allocation requests in a SIMD thread group (warp) are combined into a single request to reduce the number of memory operations. (b) Bitmaps are hierarchical, such that blocks can be found without scanning an entire bitmap. (c) SoaAlloc is implemented with efficient bitwise operations provided by many hardware architectures (e.g., find first set (ffs)).
Do-All
Since objects are always allocated in active blocks, we expect blocks to have a high average fill level (low fragmentation). SoaAlloc assigns threads with consecutive IDs to all object slots of a block, regardless of the fill level. This improves data locality and memory bandwidth utilization through memory coalescing and better cache utilization [7] because threads in a warp (consec. IDs) process objects in the same block. SoaAlloc finds active blocks with a top-down traversal of the block allocation bitmap. This avoids scanning large bitmap parts without allocated blocks compared to a stream compaction (prefix sum [4] ) step on a flat bitmap.
Concurrency SoaAlloc heavily uses bitwise atomic operations and retry loops [5] to implement lock-free, concurrent data structures (bitmaps and blocks). Based on the return value of an atomic operation, we know if it is a thread's responsibility to update other internal data structures. This is a common pattern in lock-free algorithms [12] .
3 Performance Evaluation Figure 4 shows the overall running time of Wa-Tor [6] (Fish and Sharks) iterations 1 and the memory fragmentation of SoaAlloc. Wa-Tor is a cellular automaton and interesting OOP application with classes for fish, sharks and cells. One iteration consists of multiple do-all operations; e.g., fish/sharks have a method for moving to a neighboring cell. We compare 1 Excluding do-all time, because other allocators do not support do-all. the performance of application code with different state-ofthe-art memory allocators for CUDA. SoaAlloc is faster than the other allocators, mainly because of the benefit of the SOA data layout and do-all object scheduling strategy, resulting in coalesced memory access. Fragmentation increases after massive deallocations around iteration 70, because blocks can be deallocated only when all their objects are deallocated. However, it recovers quickly because new objects are created/destroyed continuously and SoaAlloc allocates objects only in existing active blocks.
